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Agenda
07/02 AM – Introduction to Systems Engineering, Focus on Systems Architecting

- 08h00-09h30 – Lecture introduction to Systems Engineering, focus on Systems Architecting
- 09h30-12h00 – Crash test exercise Systems Engineering paper/pencil « hair dryer system »

07/02 PM – Introduction to Model-Based Systems Engineering, Focus on Model-Based Systems Architecting

- 13h30-15h00 – Lecture introduction to Model-Based Systems Engineering, focus on Model-Based Systems Architecting
- 15h00-17h30 – Crash test exercise Model-Based Systems Architecting paper/pencil « hair dryer system »

06/03 PM – Toolkit Introduction, Training, and Application

- 13h30-15h00 – Toolkit introduction and training
- 15h00-16h45 – Toolkit application
- 16h45-17h30 – Data collection procedure

07/03 AM – Needs Definition

- 08h15-09h15 – Lecture (SE) needs definition
- 09h15-10h15 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for needs definition
- 10h15-12h15 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

08/03 AM – System Requirements Development and Validation

- 08h00-09h00 – Lecture (SE) system requirements development and validation
- 09h00-10h00 – Tutoriel (MBSE) modelling for system requirements development and validation
- 10h00-12h00 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

13/03 PM – System Logical Architecture Design & Subsystem Functions Definition

- 13h30-14h30 – Lecture (SE) system logical architecture design and subsystems functions definition 
- 14h30-15h30 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for system logical architecture design and subsystems functions definition
- 15h30-17h30 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

14/03 PM – Subsystem Requirements Development and Validation

- 13h30-14h30 – Lecture (SE) subsystem requirements development and validation
- 14h30-15h30 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for subsystem requirements development and validation
- 15h30-17h30 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)
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of needs
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From Problem Definition to a Set of Needs
A design challenge starts with the understanding of a problem statement. However, before we begin to solve a problem, we must

first understand it correctly. Develop common understanding of a problem with the clients and the team. The problem/mission

statement is a simple sentence that is neither too specific (solution agnostic) nor too general (5W: what, why, who, where, when).
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Problem/Mission Definition
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Problem/Mission Definition

https://itk.mitre.org/toolkit-tools/problem-framing/

https://itk.mitre.org/toolkit-tools/problem-framing/


Main Goal / Deliverable

Complete set 

of needs

Problem 

statement

How to get there?



Your Strategy Yesterday?
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Needs

From Problem Definition to a Set of Needs

Adopting a Systems 

Engineering approach
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Lifecycle

Mission

Context

External
interfaces

case 
studys Operational

scenarios

Systems Architecting Tasks for Needs Definition

Services
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Problem/Mission Definition (e.g., OB-WAN)
The problem/mission statement is communicated in a single thought sentence that encapsulates the integrated set of needs, from

which the elements of the set can be elaborated (decomposed and derived). Multiple sentences often indicate the organization is

not able to agree on a single mission statement

“The connected syringe is a manual single-use device preventing accidental needle stick injury that is intended to be used in remote

clinical trials (What) where the participants (Who) will self-inject in their own homes (Where) to deliver a full dose, automatically

document the correct completion of the clinical study trial protocol, that is, detect deviation from protocol, and minimize data

collection errors while not modifying user injection experience (Why).”

We always start from a scope that includes numerous design decisions/assumptions. 

What are they in this example?
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Identify the SOI life cycle phases the stakeholder represents or is involved in. Lifecycle

phases could be e.g. procurement, development, test, verification, validation,

manufacturing, transportation, deployment, installation, transition, training, operations,

logistics, maintenance, upgrades, […], or disposal.

Often, there is a distinct set of stakeholders and interfaces associated with each lifecycle

stage. Each has unique needs and requirements. Not addressing a lifecycle stage could

result in missing needs and requirements.

System Life Cycle
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System Life Cycle (e.g., Helicopter)

Isn’t a 

function?!
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System Life Cycle (e.g., Drone for aircraft inspection)
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System Life Cycle (e.g., Self-injection medical device)
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External entities

• An external entity is a stakeholder (individual or organisation) or an external system.

• An external entity directly interacts with the SOI or indirectly influences it.

• A stakeholder expects the system to perform a function (i.e., intended effect by a stakeholder) resulting from the interaction

of the SOI with its environment under determined conditions

• An external system imposes a constraint to the SOI.

The environment of a system is the super-system (assumed with no external interface) that contains all external (i.e. belonging to

the environment) entities that influence or interact with the system of interest.
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External Entities of an Autonomous Drone Cargo Delivery
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External Entities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAshKROIjtQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAshKROIjtQ
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External Entities
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Mapping Lifecycle Phases VS. External entities

Each column of the table represents an SOI lifecycle stage. Each row represents an a stakeholder (or group of stakeholders) for

the lifecycle stages that stakeholder has a stake or involvement.
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Stakeholders in a Value Map
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Rank Stakeholders
Not all stakeholders are equal. Based on their position and role, some stakeholders have more “power” and influence than others.

For example, customers and the Approving Authorities. In this case, higher ranked stakeholder’s needs and stakeholder-owned

requirements will have more importance (higher priority) than lower ranked stakeholders.

The rank of stakeholders is used to resolve any needs or requirements that

are conflicting or cannot be met by the proposed solution within the defined

constraints. Higher ranking stakeholders are often paying customers,

sponsoring agencies, acquirers, and the approving authorities who will have

the authority to accept, qualify, certify, or approve for use the SOI.
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Rank Stakeholders
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Rank Stakeholders

https://itk.mitre.org/toolkit-tools/community-map/

https://itk.mitre.org/toolkit-tools/community-map/
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Rank Stakeholders

https://itk.mitre.org/toolkit-tools/stakeholder-power-categories/

https://itk.mitre.org/toolkit-tools/stakeholder-power-categories/
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• Who pays? 

• Who profits? 

• Who produces? 

• Who tests (is involved in design and system verification and validation)? 

• Who uses or operates? 

• Who maintains? 

• Who regulates? 

• Who accepts, approves, certifies, or qualifies the SOI? 

• Who owns or controls external systems that interfaces with the SOI? 

• Who owns or controls enabling systems the SOI interacts with? 

• Who is involved or who may be impacted by in the disposal of the SOI at end-of-life? 

• Who else cares? 

Use of Checklists/Guiding Questions
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• What are the relevant standards and regulations? 

• What are the production processes/workmanship/facility limitations? 

• Are design approaches required (mechanical, electrical, software, business management, etc.)? 

• How will the SOI be verified and validated (labs, facilities, etc.)? 

• What are the Human Factor considerations for the SOI? 

• What are the critical technologies, and what is their maturity? 

• What are the existing systems that the SOI must interact with?

• Have all stakeholders been involved in elicitation? 

• What are the higher-level requirements allocated to the SOI? 

• What are the budget and schedule constraints? 

• What is the operating environment of the SOI? 

Use of Checklists/Guiding Questions
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Use of Checklists/Guiding Questions
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External Entities
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Brainstorming of External Entities
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Clustering of External Entities
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Persona
Often there will be multiple members of a

stakeholder group, e.g., users, operators, marketing,

sales, safety, regulators, customers, the “public” who

will be buying, using, operating, or maintaining a

product or may be affected by the product in some

way. It may not be practical to collaborate with every

member of the group to elicit their needs and

requirements. In this case, a means must be

implemented to name a representative of the group

concerning their needs and requirements.
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Categories of External Entities

Sharps
container

Skin

Trainer

Sales 
representative

Patient

Healthcare
professional

Healthcare
professional

factility

Caregiver

Friend

Refrigerator

Unit package

Finger
Sharp object

(scalpel)

Room 
temperature

Abdomen

Arm
Refrigerator
temperature

External Entities

FDA
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Stakeholders Register
The project must identify and manage the stakeholders or classes of stakeholders who will participate with the project team to

develop the system-of-interest. One approach that can be used to record the list of external entities is to develop a stakeholder

register that includes key information for each stakeholder involved in some way with the SOI. Key information for each

stakeholder includes:

• Stakeholder’s name, location, mailing address, email, phone, fax, etc.

• Stakeholder’s organization and job title.

• Whether or not the stakeholder is internal or external to the organization.

• How are they involved? What is their “stake”? Are they an approving authority, decision makers, end users, controller of assets

or resources, influencer, interested party, procurement, legal, compliance?

• What lifecycle(s) are they primarily concerned with or involved in? In what way?

• What information the project needs from the stakeholder.

• What information the stakeholder needs from the project.
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Stakeholders Register

https://itk.mitre.org/toolkit-tools/stakeholder-map-and-matrix/

https://itk.mitre.org/toolkit-tools/stakeholder-map-and-matrix/
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External interfaces
An external interface is a conceptual shared boundary between the system-of-interest and an external entity. During the

identification of external entities for each lifecycle stage, you must pay particular attention to any interactions of the SOI with

external entities. These interactions could represent interfaces.
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External interfaces
An external interface is a conceptual shared boundary between the system-of-interest and an external entity. During the

identification of external entities for each lifecycle stage, you must pay particular attention to any interactions of the SOI with

external entities. These interactions could represent interfaces.
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Guiding Questions to Identify External interfaces
• Which external systems are existing versus which are being developed concurrently with the SOI?

• Who are the stakeholders for the external systems?

• Have they been involved in the elicitation activities?

• Have all the interactions (inputs/outputs) between the SOI and external systems been defined?

• Is an existing external system likely to change how it interacts with the SOI across the interface boundary during the

development or after the SOI is in use? How will the project team know if it does change? How will the proposed changes

impact the SOI?

• For new systems being developed concurrently, what is the process to be followed to document and agree on the specific

interactions. Who is responsible for recording the interactions and getting approval? Who will have configuration control of

those definitions? What is the schedule for doing so?

• For software systems, what standard, application programmer’s interface (API), etc. apply to the interactions?
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System Functions / Services / Mission / Use Case / Intended Effects…

The definition of services consists in adopting an external “Black-box” view on the system of

interest (SoI) and to specify the effects – intended by its stakeholders – of the interaction of

the SoI with its operating environment.

> Note 1 to entry: A system function is a unitless term that does not express a level of

performance to be achieved.

> Note 2 to entry: A system function is a function whose effects can be observed from

outside the system.

> Note 3 to entry: A system function depends on the boundary between the system-of-

interest and the system context.

> Note 4 to entry: A system function is a service provided by the system to a stakeholder.

➢ Note 5 to entry: Users are the primary sources of expected system functions.

Functional Analysis is a means and not an end!
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Techniques to Analyse System Functions

Storytelling

case 
studys

Octopus 
diagram Context 

diagram

Scenarios
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System Functions / Services / Mission / Use Case / Intended Effects
For each lifecycle stage, ask the stakeholders to describe a “day-in-the life” of the SOI. This could include multiple use cases or

scenarios. Address both nominal and alternate nominal cases. For case studies, capture the initial conditions and state of the SOI

at the end of the case study.
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System Functions / Services / Mission / Use Case / Intended Effects…
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System Functions / Services / Mission / Use Case / Intended Effects…
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System Functions / Services / Mission / Use Case / Intended Effects…
In addition to the nominal and alternate nominal scenarios, also ask the

stakeholder about off-nominal scenarios- what could go wrong, or

currently what often goes wrong? (The off-nominal scenarios will be a

major source of risk -> Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)).

The resulting case studys or scenarios provide key insights into the

stakeholder needs and stakeholder-owned system requirements

concerning features, capabilities, functionality, performance, interaction

with other systems, standards, regulations, physical attributes, etc.
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System Functions / Services / Mission / Use Case / Intended Effects…
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System Functions / Services / Mission / Use Case / Intended Effects…
The goal of elicitation is to provide an implementation-free understanding of the stakeholders’ needs by defining what is expected

(specification) without addressing how (design) to satisfy the set of needs.
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System Functions / Services / Mission / Use Case / Intended Effects…
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Set of Needs (services and constraints)

Unique ID
Source

Statement
Source of additional

services/constraints
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Need Priority
It is common for a specific stakeholder to consider some aspects of the SOI more important than others. During elicitation

activities, it is important to ask the stakeholders to prioritize what they are asking for. Some things will be especially important to

the stakeholder, while other things may be “nice-to-haves” or “desires”, but not critical to the system being able to achieve the

agreed to mission. There will be some things that the stakeholder may be able to “live without” given budget or schedule

constraints or conflicting stakeholder needs and stakeholder-owned requirements.

Stakeholders need to make clear which things are critical for the system to be able to meet its intended purpose in the operating

environment. When there is a difference in opinion as to priority or criticality, the ranking of the stakeholder must be considered.

When recording stakeholder inputs, it is important to record within the SOI’s integrated dataset the priority of their needs and the

rationale concerning the designation.
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Need Rationale
For each need elicited from the stakeholders, it is important to capture the rationale concerning “why”. Rationale helps understand

intent. To understand the real need, stakeholders may have to be asked “why?” multiple times.

▪ If the need or requirement is based on an assumption, that assumption should be included in the rationale attribute.

▪ If the need includes a number, the rationale should also include a description from which that number was derived.

 If a stakeholder cannot provide a rationale, why include the need or requirement in the set?
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Considerations for Needs Elicitation
The elicited needs and requirements will frequently include ambiguous terms and phrases like user friendly, robust, easy to use,

works fast, safe, affordable, pleasant, easy to test, cost-effective manufacturing, works just like the last one only better, etc. It is

common for stakeholders to state their needs at a high level of abstraction resulting in ambiguity as to their exact intent as it

applies to the SOI.
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Considerations for Needs Elicitation
Stakeholders often state their needs as implementation statements or solutions rather than address the problem and needs

concerning a solution to the problem. The focus should be on the "what" not "how”. When a stakeholder states a specific

implementation or solution, ask “Why?” and “What does that implementation or solution allow you to do?” A common approach is

to ask “why” multiple times. The answers to the questions will help uncover the real needs. In addition, avoiding implementation

allows the project team to be more innovative in defining an effective design solution.
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Considerations for Needs Elicitation
Stakeholders will often address needs for lower-level system elements that make up the SOI, rather than focusing on the

integrated system. For some it is hard to address higher levels of abstraction. It is common for engineers to jump to an

architectural and design solution, rather than spend the time to understand the problem. For any given SOI, have the stakeholders

focus on what would be observable externally, rather than diving into the internal architecture and design of the SOI.
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Considerations for Needs Elicitation
Stakeholders will often have both explicit AND implicit needs. Stakeholders will often focus on functionality, performance, and user

interfaces, assuming everything else will be addressed by the developing project team. The stakeholders assume the project team

knows what they are assuming. The stakeholder’s expectations for their implicit needs are often the same as for what they have

explicitly stated. If the implicit needs are not met, the system may fail system validation, even though those needs and

requirements were not explicitly stated. To avoid this issue, the project team must ask questions concerning areas of interest not

explicitly stated by the stakeholders. For example, what quality attributes do they need the SOI to have? What standards or

regulations need to be adhered to? What are the drivers and constraints?
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Considerations for Needs Elicitation
What are the drivers and constraints? Drivers and Constraints can include:

• Design constraints (parts, materials, organizational design best practices, etc.).

• Design standards (industry, domain, business management, business operations).

• Production constraints (existing technology, facilities, equipment, cost, throughput, etc.).

• Human factors (human/machine interface - HMI).

• Regulations (law).

• Operating environment (natural, induced).

• Operating environment (social, cultural).

• Existing systems: (interactions, interfaces, dependencies).

• Technology Maturity.

• Cost.

• Schedule.
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Considerations for Needs Elicitation
User stories, (operational) scenarios, case studys, user journeys, system concepts, ops concepts, concepts of operation, etc. often

focus on functionality, performance, and interactions with other systems, but are often incomplete, not addressing other “non-

functional” needs such as quality needs (-ilities), e.g. maintenability, availability, security, reliability…, design and construction

standards, regulations, and physical characteristics. These other needs must also be included - otherwise the integrated set of

needs and resulting set of design input requirements will be incomplete.
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Validation of the Needs
• Has an acceptable elicitation process been followed?

• Validation of a need statement determines whether a need statement clearly communicates the intent of the life cycle 

concepts or source from which it was derived or transformed.

• All relevant stakeholders have been involved in the elicitation activities.

• All lifecycle stages have been addressed.

• All interactions with external entities identified during elicitation have been recorded.

• The elicitation outcomes are communicated at the right level of abstraction.

• Are they an implementation-free understanding of the needs and requirements by defining what is expected (design inputs) 

without addressing how (design outputs)?

• Rationale has been captured for each need.

• The priorities and critically of the stakeholder needs have been established and recorded.
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Validation of the Needs
• Any conflicts and inconsistencies have been captured and a plan for resolution developed.

• Do the needs correctly and completely capture what the stakeholders need the SOI to do in the operational environment in 

terms of form, fit, function, compliance, and quality?

• Issues and risk have been recorded and a plan for mitigation has been established.

• Ambiguous terms such as user-friendly, easy-to-use, fast, high quality, good tasting, affordable, robust, etc. have been resolved.

• Are the needs written correctly?

• Does each need statement trace to a source?

• Does each source have a corresponding need statement?

• Would the set of needs, if met, solve the problem?
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Over-Simplified Systems Architecting Process
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Main Mistakes
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Main Mistakes
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Agenda
07/02 AM – Introduction to Systems Engineering, Focus on Systems Architecting

- 08h00-09h30 – Lecture introduction to Systems Engineering, focus on Systems Architecting
- 09h30-12h00 – Crash test exercise Systems Engineering paper/pencil « hair dryer system »

07/02 PM – Introduction to Model-Based Systems Engineering, Focus on Model-Based Systems Architecting

- 13h30-15h00 – Lecture introduction to Model-Based Systems Engineering, focus on Model-Based Systems Architecting
- 15h00-17h30 – Crash test exercise Model-Based Systems Architecting paper/pencil « hair dryer system »

06/03 PM – Toolkit Introduction, Training, and Application

- 13h30-15h00 – Toolkit introduction and training
- 15h00-16h45 – Toolkit application
- 16h45-17h30 – Data collection procedure

07/03 AM – Needs Definition

- 08h15-09h15 – Lecture (SE) needs definition
- 09h15-10h15 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for needs definition
- 10h15-12h15 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

08/03 AM – System Requirements Development and Validation

- 08h00-09h00 – Lecture (SE) system requirements development and validation
- 09h00-10h00 – Tutoriel (MBSE) modelling for system requirements development and validation
- 10h00-12h00 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

13/03 PM – System Logical Architecture Design & Subsystem Functions Definition

- 13h30-14h30 – Lecture (SE) system logical architecture design and subsystems functions definition 
- 14h30-15h30 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for system logical architecture design and subsystems functions definition
- 15h30-17h30 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

14/03 PM – Subsystem Requirements Development and Validation

- 13h30-14h30 – Lecture (SE) subsystem requirements development and validation
- 14h30-15h30 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for subsystem requirements development and validation
- 15h30-17h30 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)
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Tutorial

https://pinquier.gricad-pages.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/teaching/SE/Case%20studies/Electric%20flashlight.html

https://pinquier.gricad-pages.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/teaching/SE/Case studies/Electric flashlight.html
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Agenda
07/02 AM – Introduction to Systems Engineering, Focus on Systems Architecting

- 08h00-09h30 – Lecture introduction to Systems Engineering, focus on Systems Architecting
- 09h30-12h00 – Crash test exercise Systems Engineering paper/pencil « hair dryer system »

07/02 PM – Introduction to Model-Based Systems Engineering, Focus on Model-Based Systems Architecting

- 13h30-15h00 – Lecture introduction to Model-Based Systems Engineering, focus on Model-Based Systems Architecting
- 15h00-17h30 – Crash test exercise Model-Based Systems Architecting paper/pencil « hair dryer system »

06/03 PM – Toolkit Introduction, Training, and Application

- 13h30-15h00 – Toolkit introduction and training
- 15h00-16h45 – Toolkit application
- 16h45-17h30 – Data collection procedure

07/03 AM – Needs Definition

- 08h15-09h15 – Lecture (SE) needs definition
- 09h15-10h15 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for needs definition
- 10h15-12h15 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

08/03 AM – System Requirements Development and Validation

- 08h15-09h15 – Lecture (SE) system requirements development and validation
- 09h15-10h15 – Tutoriel (MBSE) modelling for system requirements development and validation
- 10h15-12h15 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

13/03 PM – System Logical Architecture Design & Subsystem Functions Definition

- 13h30-14h30 – Lecture (SE) system logical architecture design and subsystems functions definition 
- 14h30-15h30 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for system logical architecture design and subsystems functions definition
- 15h30-17h30 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)

14/03 PM – Subsystem Requirements Development and Validation

- 13h30-14h30 – Lecture (SE) subsystem requirements development and validation
- 14h30-15h30 – Tutorial (MBSE) modelling for subsystem requirements development and validation
- 15h30-17h30 – Application case study (15’ Break + 1h30 case study + 15’ Questionnaire)
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IRT Saint-Exupéry
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B612
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Inputs Data <BIRD Robot System>

https://chamilo.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/courses/PAX9GMAD/document/Case-Study-BIRD-Robot.pdf

https://chamilo.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/courses/PAX9GMAD/document/Case-Study-BIRD-Robot.pdf
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